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The modern installations for cosmic ray studies register the spatial and 

ener~y characteristics of various particles. One has to solve the problems 

of selectih~ the stronf)' interaction ·Models or determining the primary radia

tion chemical composition under conditions of high a priori uncertainty. 

wnen there is practically nothing known about the nrobability distribution 

function form in the indic;.ation space. In this paper the universal methods are. 

reported that allow one with rnost confidence to select the optimal feature 

complexes and to make statistical decisions on the experimental data ~elation 

to one or the other model. The methods are tested on ·the problem of disCrimi

nating ~ -families produced by primary protons or iron nuclei and redf~t

~red by roentgen-ernul s ion chambers. 
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Introductlon. 

Any information obt'l:inect on the physic"ll val uP.· or the value sy"stef'! 

assumes either making a ·decision or estimation(
11. 

Most of the prOblems connected with the cosmic radiation study may be 

formulated 
[z] 

in the following way : "The general.theoretical scheme and 

certain e_mpirical data are given, the model that satisfies the both is to 

be found". 

Usually the simplified "inverse" problem is solved: the li111iterl 

list of models is given (in .the physical phenomenon imitation model realiza· 

tl-tln set form - a so-called "trainin9 sample") - a model satisfying the ex

perimental data is to be determined. That is, the selection of.the·model 

"closest" to the experimental data, and not the parameter estimation is the 

purpose of the analysis - a pattern recognition problem. The classification 

algorithm is called a decision rule or a classifier. 

The statistical Cecision optimization is connected with the choice of de-

cision rules minimizing the classification possible error that occurs because 

of the statistical character of the measured physical processes and registra

tion processes, as well as due to the limited number of imitation experi-

ment rea 1 izati ons and experimenta 1 nata scarcity. 
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At present a tendency to construc.t large measurement complexes inv.estigat· 

in~ in detail both the core part of the wide atmospheric Showers and the 

electromagnetic accompaniment 1s observed because of single cosmic radiation 

components low sensitivity to model parameters(3]~ The body of primary expe

rimen_tal information from such installations is rather great and involves 

varioUs particle characteristics. 

Thus, ·One must not rely on the· heuristic selection of the model-depend

ent fe~tures when analyzing co~posed multidimensional data and the empirical 

dE!dsion rules based on them. A universal data treating meth~ds should be 

created that wOuld allow one to ext;~act the optimal feature complexes and to 

make statistical decisions with most possible confidence. In this paper the 

nonparametric decision rules based on the concePt of nearest neighbourhood 

(NN) are applied_ to roentgen-emulsion chamber (REC) data analysis, and the 

probability measures of distinction between various models are used to select 

the model-dependent features. 

1. Decision Rules and Classification Error. 

The decision rule selection depends on the a priori information available 

If the training samplE'! vector distribution function density is known, then 

the Bayesian decision rule can be used for the unknown vector classifica-

tion 
4 *) 

'*) Here and below· the vector appearance a priori probabilities from <J1 

Wa classes are assumed to be ·identical and equal to-0.5. 
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That is, vector X relates to the class W" or tV2 depending on which 

density function is greater at the point X 
The Bayesian decision rule corresponds to the maximum a priori information 

and ensures the smallest error of the classification. 

If the density function type is known only, its parameters can be est1rrat

ed by the training sample , and the parametrical decision rules can be used: 

(2) 

And if it is in~ossible to describe the training sample by a function with 

a finite number of parameters, then the nonparan:etrical decision rules are 

used that relate the vector introduced for recognition to the class to which 

it is "closer". These deciSion rules are based on the local density function 

estimation 

(3) 

where K· l is the number of GJL class representatives among K i.e. the 

-X vector nearest neighbours (KNN). m\. is the total number of Wt 

class vectors, q>N is the volume of the N dimensional hyperba1l with the -centre at the point X including K nearest neighbours. 

We shall obtain the nonparametrical decision rule using the estimation (3) 

K,~ 
( 4) 

The distances between X::. ( x1 ... Xn}and A-..= (A'l1 , ... AtN) vectOrs in the 

N-dimensional indication space are determined according to the formula 

c.~-- N C. 

De(x,f\cl=.E. (Xj-A,j) (5) 
J•i 

or 
a - -

].I" lX, A<) 
-. - T ~'1 ..., -

=(X-fi<) L (x-A<) (6) 
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''":ere E. is the covariance matrix of the class the vector ft belongs to. 
The distances (6) are invariant relative to the linear transformation of 

the coordinates, being independent of the .used measurement units. The Bay
esian classifier error depend~ on the density function and on the space di
mensionality. The {2) and {4) classifiers error mathematical expectation 
depends, besides that. on the traini-ng sample size { mi. ) and on the deci
sion rule parameters {e.g .• on K in the KNN rule) *). The most informa
tive parameter characterizing both the classification decision rule and the 
"identity" of various models is the misclassification probability. 

Therefore the measures assuming a relation to the misclassification proba~ 
bility are of the greatest interest among a number of suggested measures of 
discrimination {see reviews 6, 7 ) between N-dimensional vector classes. 
The Bhattacharya distance[s] **) 

R11"-r,.S' hcx;w,)· P. (xjwaidx --helps one to express the classifier error upper and lower limits 

The values Rs are positive, equal to zero if UJ., and r..>e classes 
overlap, and OQ -if they don't. 

*) For more details on decision rules see [s]. 
**) 

The distance (7) is called also a Hellinger distinction coefficient. 
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If a priori ideas on distribution denSity in the indication space are ade

quate, the C8 and CH boundaries will outline the expected classification 

error calCulated by means of the training sample, that allows one to compare 

the distinctive values of feature complexes eliminating the classification 

proc~dure. Unfortunately the R~ analytical calculation is possible only 

for the case of Gaussian distributions N 1 (J: 
1 

€.1) and N2. ( jif2 , Ea) 
Then Re ~ f/4 11 + 1/8 v"-

1\ = 2 e" (I L I I I~ 1 I X I z: a/ ) ' ~ = ;;:, ~ Ea (g) 

where 

r1here ] L d are the covariance matrix determinants of the normally distrt-- -buteci vectors with the averages jJ., and J12 
The general discrepancy between the two classes consists of the part 

caused by the difference of averages -.the Mahalonobis distance De. , and 

the covariance matrix differences .6. 

2. (S -Family Recognition 

Two coordinates and the energy of Q -f:IUal'lta and hadrons of the so-called 

"families" are the values observed in 11 Pamir" experi~nt. The designed "ANI" , 

experiment will allow one to measure the primary particle energy. At present 

a number of simulation calculations exist orientated ~n "Parn·ir" experimentl
9J 

The artificial '6 -family selecting procedure is. similar to the experimental 

:me. 

Discrimination of the families produced by protons and iron nuclei was the 

purpose of the analysis. The training sample consisted of the artificial 

~ -families generated by means of the Md mode1(
9J. The artificial events 
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produced by iron nuclei were pres-ented for recognition. 

The distances between vectors are not determined because of the various 

number of particles in Q -families and therefore the training sample vec

tors different dimensions. Two ways in which the information was reduced for 

the training sample vec'tors to have identical dimensionality are: 1.- selec

tion of the two most energetic ~ -quanta in the fa.mily; 2. - calculation of 

the first two moments of coordinates and energy distribution within ~ 

family. The primary energy was added to the six features obtained. The dis

tance between classes (7), the upper and lower limits of the expected classi

fication error (8) were calculated for the both ways of representing the in-

formation. The calculations were performed "including" the features successive

ly'to have a possibility to measure their discriminative value. The distance 

between classes increase and the n1isclassification probability decreases and 

achieves the minimum value when using all the seven features. However, as 

the figure shows, if both the averages and the covariance matrices are 

different in the second way (c11rves D2 
and b. ) • then the difference betwee: 

covariance matrices makes· the main contribution to distances in the first waj 

of reduction. 

The total ·distance Re appeared to be somewhat greater in the first way 

indicating that in this case the ordered statistics is more informative than 

the distribution moments. The pril'lary enerqy (the 7-th coordinate) is the most 

characteristic model-dependent feature for both ways. 

The "oseudoexperi menta 1" event recognition was performed by KNN classifier 

(4) using the Euclidean {5) and invariant metrics (6){1abeled by CJ and () 

in the figure). The primary energy account reduces the classification error 

from 15 ~ 20% to 3 + 5%. The classification error being within upper and 

lower limits means that the (6) metrics application takes into account the 
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discriminative information totally, the {5) ~etric application leads to 

error overvaluation indicating the possible unequal choice of feature 

·neasuring units. 

Conclusion 

"·The results obtained show that the nonparametrical classifier appl1catior: 

allows one to discriminate 0' -families produced by protons and iron nuclei. 

The calculation of the distance probability measures between the training 

sample classes permits one to outline the model-dependent features and eva

luate the minimum-possible error of classification. 

However for making. statistical decisions with maximum confidence it is ne

cessary to reason out the information reduction procedure (how many moments 

or ordered statistics are enough to take into account}, to define the suffi

cient number of training sample vectors (only 100 vectors were uSed because 

of material scarcity), to work out the distance definition -methods without 

the compulsory condition of Gaussian assumption. Besides, it is necessary 

to take into account the intermediate nuclei and examine the sensitivity of 

the classification results to the strong interaction models. 

The author is very grateful to E.A.Mamidjanian and E.I.Tukish for their 

support of the work and also to A.f~.Dunaevskii for numerous discussions and 

valuable remarks. 
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